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Instructions for Authors 

Manuscripts (in triplicate) should be in the English language, and should be submitted to: 

Kluwer Academic Publishers 
The Journals Editorial Office 
Astrophysics and Space Science 
P.O. Box 990 
3300 AZ Dordrecht 
The Netherlands 

Before being considered for final publication, papers will be refereed. Manuscripts should be typewritten 
(double-spaced), with a wide left-hand margin. The use of italics is to be indicated by single underlining; 
bold-face (vectors) by wavy underlining. Please make a clear distinction between the letter 'O' and the zero 
symbol; and between the letter T and the number T . Each page of the MS should be numbered. The first 
page should contain the article title, author's name and affiliation. At the bottom of this page, the number 
of copies, of MS pages, figures, and tables should be noted. It should also contain the complete address of 
the author (or the person to whom proofs are to be sent). The second page should contain an Abstract. 

Tables are to be numbered consecutively, in Roman numerals, in order of their appearance in the text. 
Each should be typed on a separate sheet, and provided with appropriate headings. 

Figures and Illustrations should be submitted in such a form as to permit reproduction without retouching. 
All figures should be provided with a caption, numbered. Photographs for reproduction as half-tones should 
be glossy prints; and if they contain no legend, their orientation (e.g., North-South) should be marked on 
their reverse side. Colorfigures must be paid for by the authors or their institutions. Authors should realise 
the importance of good illustrations for fuller understanding of their subject. 

Units. All scientific or technical data included in the text should be stated in the metric and other absolute 
(c.g.s.) systems. The use of the English or other regional systems of units should be avoided. 

Footnotes to appear at the bottom of a page should be reduced to a minimum, and used only when essential. 

References should be collected at the end of a paper, in alphabetical and chronological order. Multi-author 
references (i.e., of three and more authors) in the text can be given by the name of the first author and the 
expression 'et al.\ suffixes a, b, etc. following the date being used to distinguish more works by the author 
in the same year. References at the end of the paper should contain the name and initials of the author(s), 
the year of publication, suitable abbreviations of the book or journal, its volume, and pages referred to. 
Quotation of article titles is optional. 

Proofs. The author will receive two galley proofs of the article from the printer (with an annotated copy 
of the MS), and is requested to return one, with the MS, with corrections, to the publisher without delay 
(authors may use words for explanation of corrections). In the case that proofs are not returned in time, 
they will be read by one of the Editors against the second copy of the MS, and passed for publication without 
the author's comments. The publisher and one Editor alone will read the page-proofs to ensure that 
corrections marked by the authors in their galleys have been properly effected. Should authors desire to 
make any further corrections at this stage, please communicate direct with the joint Editors rather than with 
the publisher. 

Offprints. The author will automatically receive 25 copies of the article free of charge. Additional offprints 
can be ordered on return of the proofs. 

No page charges are levied on authors or their institutions. 

Consent to publish in this journal entails the author's irrevocable and exclusive authorisation of the 
publisher to collect any sums or considerations for copying or reproduction payable by third parties (as 
mentioned in article 17, paragraph 2, of the Dutch Copyright Act of 1912 and in the Royal Decree of June 20, 
1974 (S.351) pursuant to article 16 b of the Dutch Copyright Act of 1912) and/or to act in or out of court 
in connection herewith. 
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